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Q: This report is odd, it doesn't look like a normal report issued in accordance with ROP
guidance (IMC 0612). How do you explain this?

Because an appeal, of a licensing board decision about the Oyster Creek application for a
renewed license, is pending before the Commission, the renewed license has not been issued
and the proposed license conditions and associated commitments, made as a part of the
license renewal application are not in effect. As a consequence the report only records the
inspector's observations.

By way of background, the NRC's Reactor Oversight Process mid-cycle letter of September 2,
2008 (ML082470569) informed Exelon that the NRC would be conducting two license renewal
inspections prior to the period of extended operation. The NRC conducted the first inspection
using the guidance of Inspection Procedure (IP) 71003 "Post-Approval Site Inspection for
License Renewal" as a prudent measure to observe Oyster Creek license renewal activities
during the last planned refueling outage prior to entering the period of extended operation. The
inspection examined important license renewal activities conforming to the Commission's rules
and regulations. The inspectors reviewed selected procedures and records, observed activities,
and interviewed personnel. This inspection focused on the inservice inspection of the drywell
containment.

Based on the results of the NRC's inspection, the NRC determined there were no safety
significant conditions affecting current operations.

Q: Ok if the license renewal activities needed to be treated in a special way, what is the safety
significance of the implementation issues noted? The noted implementation issues are:

1. __(b)(5) f the strippable coating, applied to the liner of the refueling cavity, and
2. i (b)(5) )o monitor the entire length of former sand bed drain lines, visible from the torus

r~om,"-nd the subsequent discovery that two of the drain lines were not directly attached to
the portion of the drain line exiting the concrete shield wall below the former sand bed, and

3. The discovery by boroscopic examination that the reactor vessel refueling cavity trough
drain line valve was in the closed position during a portion of time while the drain flow was
being monitored and the refuel cavity was flooded.

A: Based on the results of the NRC's inspection, the NRC determined there were no safety
significant conditions affecting current operations.

As noted in the details of report (sections 2, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4) a few current license basis
issues were observed that may require licensee corrective action. Because the issues may be
associated with performance deficiencies, an Unresolved Item (URI) is being opened for NRC
tracking. After the licensee has had sufficient time to evaluate the issues and determine
appropriate corrective actions, the NRC will review the available information to determine if any
performance deficiency is potentially more than minor.
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Q: Doesn't this report point to the fact that the aging management program for the drywell is
inadequate with a frequency of inspection (UT and VT) in light of the conditions found on the
epoxy coating (blistering and bumps or unbroken blisters), sand bed region conditions with floor
to drywell seal problems and floor epoxy coating cracking problems?

A: Based on the NRC's evaluation of the drywell shell ultrasonic test (UT) thickness
measurements, direct observation of drywell shell conditions both inside the drywell, including
the floor trenches, and outside the drywell, in the sand bed regions, condition and integrity of the
drywell shell epoxy coating, and condition of the drywell shell moisture barrier seals, the NRC
determined Exelon provided an adequate basis to conclude the drywell primary containment will
remain operable throughout the period to the next scheduled examination, in the 2012 refueling
outage.

During the next site visit, the NRC will follow up on Exelon's evaluation and the repair of four
small blisters in sand bed bay 11. Exelon stated that some blistering was expected, and would
be identified during routine visual examinations. The NRC staff will reviewExelon's cause
evaluation after it is completed.

The drywell shell epoxy coating and the moisture barrier seal, both in the sand bed region, are
barrier systems used to protect the drywell from corrosion. The problems identified and
corrected with these barriers had a minimal impact on the drywell steel shell. The projected
shell corrosion rate remains very small, as confirmed by the NRC staff review of Exelon's
technical evaluations of the 2008 UT data. Based on the NRC's direct observation of the
blisters, review of Exelon's repair, and direct observation of drywell shell conditions both inside
the drywell and outside the drywell, in the sand bed regions, and the over all condition and
integrity of the drywell shell epoxy coating, the NRC determined Exelon provided an adequate
basis to conclude the likelihood of additional blisters will not impact the containment safety
function during the period untilthe next scheduled examination, in the 2012 refueling outage.

Q: Describe what.is normally done on a 71003 and how was this inspection at Oyster Creek
different?

A: IP 71003 consists of a number of site visits to determine the status of license renewal
commitment implementation and overall readiness of the licensee to enter the period of
extended operations. This was done at the Ginna facility in 2008 (ml no. for report.....) At the
time of the reviews, the license had been renewed and many license conditions and associated
regulatory commitments were not in effect. However for Ginna, NRC staff observed those
license conditions and associated regulatory commitments that need to be done due to outage
opportunistic conditions for the plant.

For Oyster Creek the license is not renewed yet and the proposed license conditions and
associated regulatory commitments are not in effect yet. The inspection was conducted in an
opportunistic way and a prudent measure to observe the implementation of license renewal
activities.

Q: Is this it for commitment inspections? Will the licensee enter the period of extended
operations without any further NRC review and attention?



The resident inspectors will continue to conduct daily review of plant conditions and as aging
management issues arise from the licensee monitoring of aging effects; region based experts
will be available to assist.

Those same region based experts will be involved in the next site inspection in March 2009.
The NRC will follow up on Exelon's evaluation and the repair of four small blisters in sand bed
bay 11. Exelon stated that some blistering was expected, and would be identified during routine
visual examinations. The NRC staff will review Exelon's cause evaluation after it is completed
along with the above noted unresolved item.

Q: When will the commission rule on the issue in appeal and who issues the renewed license?

The Commission will complete its review when it feels it is ready to decide. Normally the
Director of NRR is the licensing authority for license renewal, there may be special direction
from the Commission when it decides on the issue in appeal.

Q: Others


